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The metastasis of malignant epithelial tumors begins with the egress of transformed cells from the con-
fines of their basement membrane (BM) to their surrounding collagen-rich stroma. Invasion can be mor-
phologically diverse: when breast cancer cells are separately cultured within BM-like matrix, collagen I
(Coll I), or a combination of both, they exhibit collective-, dispersed mesenchymal-, and a mixed
collective-dispersed (multimodal)- invasion, respectively. In this paper, we asked how distinct these
invasive modes are with respect to the cellular and microenvironmental cues that drive them. A rigorous
computational exploration of invasion was performed within an experimentally motivated Cellular Potts-
based modeling environment. The model comprised of adhesive interactions between cancer cells, BM-
and Coll I-like extracellular matrix (ECM), and reaction–diffusion-based remodeling of ECM. The model
outputs were parameters cognate to dispersed- and collective- invasion. A clustering analysis of the out-
put distribution curated through a careful examination of subsumed phenotypes suggested at least four
distinct invasive states: dispersed, papillary-collective, bulk-collective, and multimodal, in addition to an
indolent/non-invasive state. Mapping input values to specific output clusters suggested that each of these
invasive states are specified by distinct input signatures of proliferation, adhesion and ECM remodeling.
In addition, specific input perturbations allowed transitions between the clusters and revealed the vari-
ation in the robustness between the invasive states. Our systems-level approach proffers quantitative
insights into how the diversity in ECM microenvironments may steer invasion into diverse phenotypic
modes during early dissemination of breast cancer and contributes to tumor heterogeneity.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The details of the beginnings of cancer progression determine
not just the kinetics of its metastasis but also its response to ther-
apeutic efforts (Haeger et al., 2020; Nieto et al., 2016). Transformed
cells of epithelial cancers, such as those of breast and prostate, pro-
liferate and breach their covering laminin-rich basement mem-
brane (BM) barriers to migrate to the surrounding stromal
connective tissue consisting of fibroblasts, other resident cells,
and extracellular matrix (ECM) (Nelson and Bissell, 2005; Pally
et al., 2019; Pickup et al., 2014). The latter is rich in fibrillar colla-
gens, especially Coll I, other fibrillar glycoproteins and proteogly-
cans (Di Lullo et al., 2002; Hynes, 2009).

Reciprocal regulation between cancer cells and their surround-
ing tissue microenvironment (such as the adhesion of cells to, and
their degradation of, ECM, on the one hand and effect of the poros-
ity, crosslinking and density of the ECM on the other) determine
the nature of their migration (Anderson, 2005; Jain et al., 2020;
Nissen et al., 2019; Vedula et al., 2012) Invasion of tumor epithelia
from breast, (but also applied generally to adenocarcinomas) has
been broadly described as comprising distinct modes ranging from
dispersed unicellular to multicellular categories (Roussos et al.,
2011). Solitary breast cancer epithelia have been shown to disperse
and migrate through mammary ECM in a fibroblast-like manner
(Madsen and Sahai, 2010). Such a migration pattern concurs with
a series of changes in gene expression, intercellular adhesion and
cell shape, known as the epithelial to mesenchymal transition or
EMT (van Zijl et al., 2011). The spindle-shaped mammary ‘mes-
enchymal’ cells interact extensively with ECM in their process of
migration (unlike the other unicellular migratory mode: amoeboid,
where the adhesion with matrix is less crucial) (Friedl et al., 2004;
Gadea et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2014; Paňková et al., 2010; Sanz-
Moreno et al., 2008). On the other hand, collective invasion
involves migration of ensembles of breast tumor epithelia that
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may retain adhesive and communicative contacts with each other
(Cheung et al., 2013; Friedl et al., 2012; Vedula et al., 2014),
although confinement by ECM could jam unadhered mesenchymal
cells to also migrate in a collective fashion (Ilina et al., 2020). These
diverse phenotypes are also reflected in blood-borne dissemination
of circulating tumor cells as individual cells or multicellular clus-
ters (Aceto et al., 2014; Bocci et al., 2019).

Themigratory dynamics of breast cancer epitheliamay also tran-
sition among the above-mentioned types and drive phenotypic
heterogeneity and symbiotic behavior in cancer invasion patterns
(Hecht et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2015; Ilina et al., 2018; Lintz et al.,
2017). As cancer cells migrate to newer microenvironments, transi-
tions frommesenchymal to epithelialmorphologies could appropri-
ately render invasive single cells more adhesive to each other
(Krakhmal et al., 2015). Collectively migrating strands of cells are
typically thought of as hybrid epithelial/mesenchymal (E/M)pheno-
type (Nagai et al., 2020); in vitro, in vivo and in silico evidence for
existence, plasticity and aggressiveness of such hybrid E/M cells
across cancers has been mounting (Jolly et al., 2019). Thus, it is not
surprising to identify uniquemigratory behaviors of neoplastic cells
that are phenotypically intermediate between their dispersed and
collective counterparts; for instance, multicellular streaming of
amoeboid or mesenchymal cells (Friedl et al., 2012; Kedrin et al.,
2008; Liu et al., 2019; Patsialou et al., 2013) driven byweak intercel-
lular junction strength. Studies on breast cancer progression of the
jamming-unjamming transition regulated by heterogeneity show
that material properties of ECM may also lead to transitions in
migratory modes (Sadati et al., 2013). In fact, Friedl and coworkers
have come up with a three-dimensional graph showing how the
three axes of leading-edge polarity, apicobasal polarity and cell–cell
contacts can accommodate the different modes of phenotypes. This
idea isbasedonanearlier reviewon the sametopicwhere theyargue
for a ‘‘multiparameter tuningmodel of invasionwherein a combina-
tion of cues such asdensity, stiffness, andorientation of the extracel-
lular matrix together with cell determinants—including cell–cell
and cell–matrix adhesion, cytoskeletal polarity and stiffness, and
pericellular proteolysis—interdependently control migration mode
and efficiency” (Friedl andWolf, 2008; Wolf et al., 2007).

Given the multifactorial nature of phenomena influencing
tumor progression across diverse scales, it is not surprising that
the latter has enjoyed a long and rich tradition of investigation
through mathematical modeling (Alarcón et al., 2004; Araujo and
McElwain, 2004). These models can be classified as on-lattice (cells
tracked along a rigid mesh) or off-lattice (no such mesh used). Cel-
lular automata, cellular Potts, and lattice-gas cellular automata
(LGCA) models are all examples of lattice-based models, while
vertex-based and subcellular element-based models are instance
of off-lattice ones (Metzcar et al., 2019; Scianna and Preziosi,
2013). In such frameworks, the behavior of individual cells, cell–
cell interactions and cell-matrix interactions can be investigated
within constructed tissue-like environments (Anderson, 2005;
Anderson et al., 2007; Scianna et al., 2013). Recent frameworks
have also integrated continuous (diffusible nutrients or growth fac-
tors) and discrete (individual cells – tumor, stromal) variables over
multiple time and length scales (Chamseddine and Rejniak, 2020).
Boghaert and coworkers have used a lattice-based model to
demonstrate how an interplay in rates of proliferation and apopto-
sis leads to distinct morphological transitions between ductal car-
cinoma in situ (DCIS) and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC)
(Boghaert et al., 2014). The analysis of specific cellular biochemical
modules and biomechanics and their integration with lattice-based
multicellular dynamics has allowed a better understanding of inva-
sion and transitions between its distinct modes (Andasari et al.,
2012). Simulations using an individual-based multiscale model
have shown how intercellular adhesion driven through E-
cadherin and its regulation by b-catenin regulates EMT and
2

impacts cell migration (Ramis-Conde et al., 2008). Recently, ele-
gant efforts to incorporate the influence of the stroma of cancer
invasion incorporate the effects of the urokinase-type plasminogen
activator (uPA) system (consisting of uPA, its inhibitors) using both
a PDE-based approach (Andasari et al., 2011) and a multiscale
moving boundary framework (Peng et al., 2017). A more recent
numerical-based analysis based on uPA-guided cancer cell inva-
sion shows how the interplay between uPA and its inhibitors lead
to sporadic invasion patterns (Hodgkinson et al., 2018).

An increasing number of models have thus incorporated cell
invasion as a function of cell–cell adhesion and cell-matrix adhe-
sion (Bearer et al., 2009; Szabo and Merks, 2013). Discrete
approaches such as agent- or cell-based ones to study cancer inva-
sion have the advantage of modularizing interactions between the
cells and their environment, thus allowing quick transitions from
mechanistic hypothesis-framing to rule-based behaviors on
single-cell and cell-population scales (Allena et al., 2016; Metzcar
et al., 2019). Recent efforts grounded in continuum approaches
and lattice growth cellular automaton (LGCA) framework have
revealed how heterogeneity in cell–cell adhesion (as a result of
many possible reasons: genetic, epigenetic and/or microenviron-
mental control of EMT or through spatiotemporal variation in
cell- and matrix-adhesion dynamics) can pattern the dissemina-
tion of cancer cells (Domschke et al., 2014; Reher et al., 2017).
Another study combined experiments with simulations to show-
case a feedback loop between cell contractility, and the alignment
of collagen fibers to posit that intermediate matrix stiffness is opti-
mal for invasion (Ahmadzadeh et al., 2017), thereby emphasizing
the nonlinear nature of ECM behavior in determining cancer cell
invasion. ECM density and organization, as a function of MMP den-
sity, can regulate the switch between proteolytic and non-
proteolytic modes of breast cancer invasion (Kumar et al., 2016).
However, the existent literature on invasion, to the best of our
knowledge, has not yet explicitly investigated the distinctions
and commonalities between mechanisms underlying collective
and dispersed modes of invasion. In consequence, phenomena such
as mesenchymal streaming in the context of mammary tumors
(Friedl et al., 2012) and tumor budding in the case of colorectal
malignancies (Prall, 2007), which have been meticulously
described in pathological and surgical literature, remain largely
uninvestigated via mathematical modeling approaches.

Using an experimental setup that mimicked the topographical
arrangement of invasive cell clusters encapsulated within BM-
like ECM and subsequently by Coll I, we have been able to observe
the co-occurrence of invasion across multiple scales, ((Pally et al.,
2019), of note, also observed through intravital microscopy of
invading breast tumors (Ilina et al., 2018)). These experimental
observations were simulated using Compucell3D, a modeling
framework based on the Cellular Potts model (Das et al., 2017;
Glazier and Graner, 1993; Graner and Glazier, 1992; Swat et al.,
2012; Zhang et al., 2011). Our simulations suggested that an inter-
play between cell–cell and cell-ECM adhesion, cell proliferation
and reaction–diffusion-based modulation of matrix proteolysis
(computational equivalents of the ECM-degrading matrix metallo-
proteinases (MMPs) and their inhibitors (The inhibitors of matrix
metalloproteinases or TIMPs))-, can give rise to dispersed, collec-
tive, and hybrid (multimodal) invasive phenotypes. In this manu-
script, we undertake a rigorous investigation of the diversity of
invasive phenotypes brought about through the concerted inter-
play of the above-mentioned cellular phenomena. Our multipara-
metric simulations followed by statistical analyses suggest four
distinct invasive states (in addition to an indolent/noninvasive
state) within this breast cancer-motivated framework. We explore
the inputs that maintain such invasive modes and enable possible
interconversions among them, the targeting of which represents
insights into novel therapeutic strategies in the future.
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2. Results

2.1. Construction of an invasion phenotypic space based on the
dynamics of reaction–diffusion, and cell–cell and -matrix adhesion

Experiments of breast cancer cells in diverse ECM environments
show distinct invasive modes in fibrillar matrix (Coll I), non-
fibrillar matrix (BM) and a topologically radial arrangement of
both. We began by asking whether we could simulate the above-
mentioned diverse invasive patterns using a computational model,
that simulated cell–cell and -ECM (BM and Coll I) adhesion, and
reaction–diffusion kinetics of MMP- and TIMP-based ECM remod-
eling (Fig. 1A; all the model interactions depicted schematically
in Fig. 1B; for further details, please refer to the section titled mod-
eling framework). In this model, we allowed the cells to proliferate
and migrate actively in response to chemoattraction from the
degraded fibrillar collagenous ECM (Fang et al., 2014; O’Brien
et al., 2010; Postlethwaite et al., 1978; Xu et al., 2019) (Fig. 1B).
For a given set of parameters, we also observed exclusively collec-
tive and dispersed mesenchymal invasion, when only BM or only
Coll I-like ECM surrounded the clusters (Supplementary Fig. 1).
When both ECMs were present, the model predicted phenotypes
with exclusive as well as concurrent presence of both migratory
modes exhibiting a close correspondence with experiments
(Fig. 2A).

To better quantify the invasion phenotype and characterize the
tendency of cells to switch among these phenotypes, we con-
structed an invasion phenotypic space, wherein the horizontal
and vertical axes represent the metrics inherent to collective and
dispersed cellular invasion respectively (Fig. 2B). Therefore,
the X axis denoted the size of the largest single multicellular mass
(the starting ‘primary focus’) at the end of the simulation. The Y
Fig. 1. Introduction to the computational framework, simulation inputs and outpu
deployed in the CompuCell 3D simulations. The result of the simulations was computed
(B) Schematic depiction of the interactions between the components of our computatio
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axis denoted the number of objects (cells or small cellular clusters)
that are spatially disconnected or dispersed from the primary focal
mass at the end of the simulation. Outputs that were closer
to X axis therefore represented collective migration; those closer
to Y axis represented dispersed cells/clusters migrating solitarily
upon disaggregation from the focal multicellular mass. Outputs
with a relatively higher magnitude of values on X and Y axes were
prognostic of multimodal invasive morphologies.

Based on our previous simulation results, we took the following
inputs to map the phenotypic space: a) the contact energies repre-
senting cell–cell, cell-BM and cell-collagen adhesion, b) cell divi-
sion, c) diffusivity of MMP and d) the cooperativity between
MMP and its diffusible inhibitor TIMP (the threshold ratio of
MMP to TIMP concentration at a given spatial point that is required
to degrade Coll I, which was shown to be an important regulator of
multimodal invasion (Diambra et al., 2015; Pally et al., 2019))
(Fig. 1A). We chose the input values for which we observed exclu-
sive dispersed, or collective invasion phenotypes and then progres-
sively decreased them in discrete intervals to a minimum limit at
which no invasion was observed. In total, five values of each input
were chosen (equivalently spaced apart with the extreme values
determined through pilot simulations where invasion was respec-
tively, minimal and prolific; outputs were computed for all combi-
nations of input values; the computation was repeated 3 times
(replicates) using CompuCell3D. The replicates aim to capture the
variability in cellular responses enabled by the underlying stochas-
tic framework of the Cellular Potts modeling framework. These
outputs were mapped onto the 2D invasion phenotypic space
(Fig. 2C). The distribution of outputs as a function of our input
parameter variation suggested a phenomenological continuity
between invasive modes. Whereas our output method does not
enable the identification of optimal parametric combinations
t phenotypic space (A) Schematic depiction of the input variables that have been
as two outputs that are representative of dispersed invasion and collective invasion.
nal model of invasion.



Fig. 2. Representation of invasion and construction of its phenotypic space (A) Control simulations: Four simulations (red = transformed cancer cells, green = Coll I, blue =
Basement membrane (BM)) represent control runs showing morphological variations with certain input variable values. In terms of invasiveness, they are characterized as
dispersed invasion (blue), collective invasion (red), multimodal invasion (magenta) and indolent or non-invasive phenotype (yellow). (B) Depiction of computation of
the invasion outputs: MATLAB� is used to quantify the morphology of the cancer cell mass in the simulations. 1. Images of all simulations are collected at the 1500th Monte
Carlo step (MCS). 2. The images are binarized to isolate the cancer cells. 3. All dispersed ‘objects’ (the objects share no common boundary with each other) are identified and
counted and is called ‘No. of dispersed objects’. 4. the mass having largest total covered area is isolated and the value of that highest area is called ‘Area of Largest cell cluster’.
(C) (left) The invasiveness of the controls interpreted through the 2 outputs show in 1A allows the construction of a phenotypic space with X axis measuring the ‘Area of
largest cell cluster’ and Y axis measuring the ‘No. of dispersed objects’. Control simulations can therefore be mapped onto the phenotypic space of possible output points
within the phenotypic space through various combinations of inputs deployed through simulations run till a similar endpoint (MCS:1500). (Right) Distribution within the
phenotypic space of phenotype outputs as a result of combination of five values for each of the six inputs mentioned in (1A) and run three times (replicates). The total number
of simulations originating from this combination is 5^6X3 = 46875.
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based on design space hypercube (as done by (Ozik et al., 2019)), it
allowed us to examine simultaneously two model outputs simulta-
neously, which could describe the predominant cell invasion
phenotypes.

2.2. Identification of optimal clustering of the invasive phenotypic
space

We next investigated the optimal number of phenotypic clus-
ters that can best classify the scatter of outputs in the two-
dimensional phenotypic space. Such approaches are commonly
used for gene expression studies to unravel hidden patterns in
multi-variable high-dimensional spaces (Oyelade et al., 2016). K-
4

means algorithm is a commonly used unsupervised clustering
method which, given a priori an integer value of K, partitions the
given dataset into K disjoint subsets (Macqueen, 1967). The selec-
tion of a random initial seed point for each of a preferred number
of clusters is used to cluster the remaining data points; thus, differ-
ent runs of K-means could possibly give rise to distinct clusters and
their arrangements.

We performed K-means clustering on the invasion phenotypic
space for K = 2 to K = 10 for multiple instances and examined clus-
ter patterns across multiple (n = 15) runs for every value of K (Fig. 3
and Supplementary Fig. 2). The variation in clustering patterns was
lowest for K = 2–5 (2 patterns, with one pattern predominating in
frequency of appearance) and increased for values of K > 5.



Fig. 3. The invasion phenotypic outputs can be optimally segregated into five clusters All the simulation outputs in the phenotypic space (in Fig. 1D) are analyzed with K-
means clustering using cluster number K = 2–5 (top). Clustering was performed 15 times with random initial cluster centers. The dominant cluster phenotype patterns are
shown along with their proportional representation within the 15 replicates. (Cluster patterns for K = 5–10 shown in supplementary Fig. 2). The optimal value for K computed
using the Silhouette method are computed for K = 2–10 with X axis signifying silhouette values and Y axis representing cluster numbers. Box-and-whisker plots for silhouette
values across 15 clustering replicates in different K-value groups are plotted in the box and whisker plot (bottom). Statistical test was performed using unpaired ANOVA with
Tukey’s post hoc multiple comparison (p < 0.0001) (Supplementary File 1).
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Next, we computed Silhouette scores on the K-means to quan-
tify the consistency in clustering, for varied values of K. Silhouette
scores are indications of how similar a data-point is to others in its
5

own clusters, compared to those in other clusters. Thus, Silhouette
scores provide a measure of both the tightness of the clusters
defined as well as the extent of separation among them. These val-
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ues range from �1 to + 1; the higher the value, the closer a given
datapoint is to other points in those clusters and the farther it is
from other clusters (Zhao et al., 2018). Thus, a higher average score
would indicate a greater degree of cluster separation. The silhou-
ette scores for K = 2–5 showed high scores with a peak at K = 3.
In comparison, lower scores were obtained for cluster patterns
with K > 5 (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 2). Moreover, the mean
scores for K > 5 clusters plateaued with insignificant difference
with respect to each other (Supplementary File 1).

2.3. Distinct phenotypic morphologies were observed for K = 5 cluster
pattern

Having performed the K-means clustering, we examined the
phenotypes subsumed within the individual clusters for cellular
patterns corresponding to histopathological signatures seen in
breast cancer. We chose representative outputs within each cluster
(in the middle of a cluster, near its boundary with the other cluster
or close to the X/Y axis) and examined the endpoint of simulation
(1500th Monte Carlo Step (MCS) of the simulations). The outputs
belonging to the two clusters of the dominant K = 2 pattern, were
prognostic of indolent/non-invasive and invasive phenotypes (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3 left). Similarly, an examination of the phenotypic
morphologies characteristic of the clusters in the dominant K = 3
pattern suggested indolent/non-invasive, coarse-grained- dis-
persed, and -collective modes (outputs closer to X and Y axis
showed the more classical invasive morphologies, whereas those
closer to X = Y showed migratory modes that were mixtures of
both dispersed and collective invasion) (Supplementary Fig. 3 mid-
dle). The dominant K = 4 cluster pattern was a modification of the
K = 3 pattern, with the latter’s coarse-grained dispersed invasion-
comprising cluster fragmenting into a more classical dispersed
migration phenotype-containing cluster and another that com-
prised the multimodal morphology (Supplementary Fig. 3 right).
The dominant K = 5 cluster pattern retained the distinct clusters
Fig. 4. Visualization of distinct invasive phenotypes across the phenotypic space The simu
respective cluster within a (K = 5)-means clustered phenotypic space in the middle. The
(dark blue) close to the X = 0, Y = 0 shows scarce invasion of cells from the originating lo
shows digitating masses of cells. The end point of simulation for the bulk collective inva
simulation for the multimodal invasion cluster (yellow) shows a central bulk of cells sur
dispersed invasion cluster (mustard yellow)) shows a predominantly dispersed populat
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of its K = 4 counterpart with one exception: the fifth cluster repre-
sented a portion of the collective cluster that exhibited interdigi-
tating migratory phenotypes, prognostic of papillary cancers.
Cellular streams of such morphologies are reminiscent of fingering
instabilities seen for immiscible fluids of distinct densities (Aref
and Tryggvason, 1989; Mikaelian, 1990) (Fig. 4). The remnant col-
lective cluster portion consisted of phenotypes that display cells
migrating outward-radially as a bulk. For K > 5, little difference
in phenotypes could be visually appreciated between the new clus-
ters that appeared and segmented the older ones.

Our study concurs with previous experimental examinations of
cancer cell phenotypes in 3D, wherein cell lines within BM matri-
ces exhibited mass-, grape- or stellate morphologies (Kenny et al.,
2007). However, the addition of a collagen-like fibrillar ECM in our
computational model unmasks stunning phenotypic diversity
within the stellate morphology through an operational dialectic
between cellular connectedness and dispersal.

We sought to investigate if the outputs within what we labelled
as the noninvasive or indolent cluster indeed showed lower dis-
semination relative to the invasive modes. To confirm this, we
mapped the area of the smallest circle that could enclose all the
cells for a given output within the phenotypic space. The mean
invasion in the bulk collective invasive cluster was highest fol-
lowed by the dispersed invasive cluster, multimodal and papillary
invasive clusters; the indolent cluster indeed invaded very poorly
with respect to the other four (Supplementary Fig. 4).

In order to investigate whether the morphological end-point
phenotypes of our simulations were the result of an interplay of
migration and proliferation, we examined snapshots of the inter-
mediate stages of the simulations. In all cases: dispersed, collective
and multimodal, the diverse invasive morphologies came about
through the cells dividing and moving in a outwardly radial man-
ner (Fig. 5). To further confirm the role of migration in the pheno-
types that we observed, we performed the simulations by
minimizing the adhesion of cells to ECM, which is crucial for
lation images representing invasion morphologies at MCS 1500 are mapped to their
end point of a simulation output chosen within the indolent/non-invasive cluster

cus. The end point of simulation for the papillary collective invasion cluster (green)
sion cluster (light blue) shows a radially progressing mass of cells. The end point of
rounded by dispersed cells and cellular clusters. The end point of simulation for the
ion of single cells.
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matrix mesenchymal migration, and in the case of bulk collective
invasion, by decreasing the relative MMP threshold required for
ECM proteolysis (Supplementary Fig. 5). Impairment of migratory
abilities abrogated invasion, highlighting the requirement of
migration for ECM invasion.
2.4. Each cluster shows distinct input signatures

We next asked which of the inputs (Fig. 1A) may be proportion-
ately greater represented within each of the five clusters. In order
to do so, we estimated the proportion of outputs within each clus-
Fig. 5. Temporal Progression in simulation of different invasion modes Images fromMCS
representative simulations of the same initial core of cells surrounded by ECM, showing t
collective invasion (3rd row from top), multimodal invasion (2nd row from bottom) and
and Coll I in green.

7

ter associated with the lowest and highest values of each input. To
our pleasant surprise, each cluster displayed a unique combination
of extreme input value proportion.
2.4.1. Dispersed invasion is specified by high cell-ECM adhesion and
low cell–cell adhesion

All the outputs within the cluster for dispersed invasion were
associated with the highest value for cell-Coll I adhesion (Table 1).
>33% outputs were associated with highest levels of cell-BM adhe-
sion and lowest levels of cell–cell adhesion (Table 1). Interestingly,
none of the output clusters were associated with either the highest
0 (leftmost), 500 (second from left) 700 (second from right), and 1000 (rightmost) of
he inability for invasion (top row), dispersed invasion (2nd row from top), papillary
bulk collective invasion (1st row from bottom). Cells are depicted in red, BM in blue
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or lowest rates of MMP diffusion. Decreasing the ECM adhesion
values for these outputs resulted in transition of a predominant
proportion of the outputs (we highlight proportions for the present
and following sections as =>50% of outputs, unless mentioned
otherwise) to the indolent/noninvasive cluster (Fig. 6). Maximizing
the low values of cell–cell adhesion resulted in output transitions
to both the indolent/non-invasive and multimodal cluster (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6).

These observations are consistent with experiments wherein
mesenchymal breast cancer cells (with minimal cell–cell adhesion)
are clustered and cultivated within BM- and collagen-rich ECMs:
greater dispersed invasion is congruent with higher epithelial
adhesion to both matrices (Pally et al., 2021).
2.4.2. Bulk collective invasion is strongly dependent on proliferation
and ECM proteolysis

Outputs that represent bulk invasion with cells migrating radi-
ally outward were predominantly associated with the highest val-
ues of cell proliferation, high cell-Coll I adhesion, and high MMP
diffusion rates (Table 1). Minimization of both proliferation and
MMP diffusion rate transitioned most of the outputs to the
indolent/non-invasive cluster (Fig. 7). Interestingly, minimizing
cell-Coll I adhesion transitioned a proportion of the outputs to
the indolent/noninvasive and papillary invasion cluster (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6 middle). In consonance with recent publications
Table 1
Cluster-wise apportioning of highest and lowest input values Table showing the proportion
dispersed, multimodal, papillary- and bulk- collective.

invasion type cluster output
frequency

1/MMP-TIMP
cooperativity

cell
proliferation

c
e

indolent/non-invasive lowest value 20% 27% 1
highest value 18% 13% 2

multimodal lowest value 21% 8% 5
highest value 15% 10% 8

papillary collective lowest value 13% 0% 1
highest value 40% 38% 1

bulk collective lowest value 22% 0% 3
highest value 15% 47% 1

dispersed invasion lowest value 22% 0% 1
highest value 14% 22% 0

Fig. 6. Transition of outputs characteristic to the dispersed invasion cluster. Pie charts s
initial (green) and final (red) spatial maps of the outputs from the dispersed invasion cl
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suggesting an ambivalent role for cell–cell adhesion in migration
through dense ECM (i.e., that collective invasion occurs in weakly
adherent cells, which migrate in a polar fashion or within confined
matrix milieu) (Ilina et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2020), we did not see an
explicit requirement for high values of cell–cell adhesion within
the collective invasion cluster.
2.4.3. Papillary collective invasion is sensitive to cell-BM adhesion and
proliferation

When outputs cognate to the papillary invasion clusters were
examined for input signatures, a predominant proportion showed
highest values of cell proliferation (38%), cell-BM adhesion (36%),
and lowest values of cooperativity between MMP and TIMP (40%)
(Table 1). Upon reversal of proliferation, most of the outputs were
found to transit to the indolent/noninvasive cluster (Fig. 8). Clear
transitions were also observed upon altering values for cell-BM
adhesion: maximization resulted in transitions of outputs to the
bulk invasion cluster whereas minimization resulted in transition
to the indolent/noninvasive cluster (Fig. 8). In fact, such trends
were observed albeit to a lower extent upon perturbation of other
inputs such as cell-Coll I adhesion and MMP diffusion rate (for
which both highest (39%) and lowest values (30%) were well-
represented (Supplementary Fig. 7). Increasing cooperativity
resulted in transitions to indolent/noninvasive cluster and para-
doxically, the bulk invasion cluster (Supplementary Fig. 6) These
of highest and lowest values of each of 6 inputs for five states, indolent/non-invasive,

ell-Coll I contact
nergy

cell–cell contact
energy

cell-BM contact
energy

MMP diffusion
rate

2% 22% 15% 19%
2% 16% 22% 7%
8% 6% 23% 6%
% 31% 15% 47%
5% 17% 36% 30%
5% 23% 13% 39%
1% 14% 26% 22%
6% 27% 16% 68%
00% 3% 37% 0%
% 40% 5% 0%

howing percentage of transitions (top) and phenotypic space (bottom) showing the
uster upon minimization of cell-Coll I adhesion (left) and cell-BM adhesion (right).



Fig. 7. Transition of outputs characteristic to the bulk collective invasion cluster. Pie charts showing percentage of transitions (top) and phenotypic space (bottom) showing
the initial (green) and final (red) spatial maps of the outputs from the bulk collective invasion cluster upon minimization of cell proliferation (left) and MMP diffusion rate
(right).
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results suggest that the papillary cluster is more sensitive to input
perturbations than other clusters.
2.4.4. Multimodal invasion is sensitive to adhesion and proteolysis
A considerable proportion of the outputs within the multimodal

cluster was associated with lower intercellular adhesion (31%)
greater adhesion of cells to Coll I (58%) and high MMP diffusion
rate (47%) (Table 1). Minimization of the latter, and ECM adhesion
resulted in the transition of a majority of outputs to the indolent/
non-invasive cluster (Fig. 9). A similar transition was also observed
upon increasing intercellular adhesion (Fig. 9). Similar to the dis-
persed invasion cluster, multimodal invasion was dependent on
cell-Coll I and cell–cell adhesion. Decreasing the adhesion of cells
to ECM had a similar effect as dispersed invasion outputs although
much milder in extent. On the other hand, decreasing intercellular
adhesion had a stronger consequence of decreasing invasion alto-
gether for most outputs. On the other hand, it shared its depen-
dence on high MMP diffusion rate with the bulk collective
invasion cluster indicating the multimodal invasion has mechanis-
tic underpinnings that overlap partially with the dispersed and
bulk collective modes.
3. Discussion

In an illustrative review, Friedl and coworkers provided an ele-
gant classification of generic cell invasion: they enumerated
numerous movements with solitary and bulk movements at the
two ends of the phenotypic spectrum (Friedl et al., 2012). Our
manuscript seeks to build on this idea by subjecting it to mathe-
matical rigor and identify its underlying assumptions and mecha-
nisms. While Friedl and others have that distinct modes may
concur spatially, their tuning model would attribute such co-
occurrence to the heterogeneity in microenvironmental cues
(Clark and Vignjevic, 2015). However, does the co-occurrence of
dispersed and collective modes of invasion (multimodal invasion)
represent a distinct invasive mode, wrought through distinct sig-
natures from a tunable combination of inputs? In this manuscript,
9

we argue that such is the case. In fact, we identify four categories of
invasion (along with an indolent/non-invasive category) that have
partially overlapping input contributions.

Invasion of cancer cells has been characterized as non-
equilibrium phase separation of mesoscale multicellular aggre-
gates (Yang et al., 2019). This idea is an extension of previous
frameworks which describe spreading cellular ensembles as liq-
uids and dispersed cells as 2D gases (Sadati et al., 2013; Trepat
and Fredberg, 2011). Jammed non-invasive states have been
likened to ‘solid phases’ and the transitions between non-
invasive and invasive (collective and dispersed) phenotypes can
be compared with phase transition dynamics. The novelty of our
contribution within this framework stems from the crucial addi-
tion of two ECM microenvironments instead of one as well as the
recreation of the collagenous ECM by invading cancer cells. This
is not to add needlessly to the complexity but to incorporate essen-
tial characteristics of tumorigenic epithelial tissues (Naba et al.,
2014; Nelson and Bissell, 2005). The production of fresh collage-
nous ECM is being increasingly demonstrated to play a crucial role
in defining the invasive behavior of cancers. The ECM secreted by
cancers is rich in fibrillar collagen. In a recent preprint, we identify
unique physicochemical features associated with the collagenous
ECM secreted by invasive breast cancer cells (Dasgupta et al.,
2020). Such observations have been corroborated in several can-
cers including that of breast (Naba et al., 2014). Upon incorporation
of these two features, we observe that the phenotypic distribution
that is intermediate between pure collective and dispersed states
can be fundamentally split into two clusters, with specific input
contributions. Our findings allow us to extend the characterization
of mesoscale multicellular phenotypes based on soft matter mod-
els (Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al., 2012), as gaseous (dispersed inva-
sion) solid (indolent/non-invasive), liquid (papillary collective)
and possibly polydisperse (multimodal).

Surgical histopathological literature is replete with observa-
tions of multimodal behavior in cancer invasion. In the context of
colorectal carcinoma, Prall and coworkers have made meticulous
observations on ‘tumor budding’, wherein single cells or small col-
lectives of tumor cells escape from growing edges of malignant



Fig. 8. Transition of outputs characteristic to the papillary collective invasion cluster. Pie charts showing percentage of transitions (top) and phenotypic space (bottom)
showing the initial (green) and final (red) spatial maps of the outputs from the papillary collective invasion cluster upon minimization of cell proliferation (left) and cell-BM
adhesion (right).

Fig. 9. Transition of outputs characteristic to the multimodal invasion cluster. Pie charts showing percentage of transitions (top) and phenotypic space (bottom) showing the
initial (green) and final (red) spatial maps of the outputs from the multimodal invasion cluster upon minimization of cell-Coll I adhesion (left), maximization of cell–cell
adhesion (middle) and minimization of MMP diffusion rate (right).
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neoplasms (Prall et al., 2005, 2009). Such multimodal behavior is
associated with a more sinister kinetics of metastasis and poor
prognosis (Hase et al., 1993; Prall et al., 2005; Prall and Ostwald,
2007). Tumor budding has been observed in breast and pancreatic
cancers as well (Petrova et al., 2019; Salhia et al., 2015) and have
been connected to a partial EMT phenotype (Bronsert et al.,
2014; Grigore et al., 2016). Our previously published experiments,
which were crucial to the development of the computational
model we have explored here, described multimodal invasion,
which is phenomenologically similar to tumor budding (Pally
et al., 2019). Indeed, early investigations by others confirm our
empirical and theoretical findings that surface proteins and ECM
10
play key roles contributing to multimodal invasion (Graves et al.,
2016; Masaki et al., 2003). Contemporary literature on cancer inva-
sion indicates that collective invasion may potentiate metastasis
further than single cell dispersed invasion. Our model confirms this
(Supplementary Fig. 4) but goes beyond these observations in con-
textualizing collective invasion as not one type but three, with dis-
tinct mechanistic bases, plasticity and invasiveness. Our
observations thus add to the burdgeoning literature on the mech-
anistic understanding of intra- and intertumoral heterogeneity.

A close examination of the input value representations between
the distinct clusters permitted within our models suggests that
dispersed- and multimodal invasion are both characterized by
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higher adhesion of cells to Coll I and lower adhesion to each other.
Both processes do not depend on high cellular proliferation for
their progress. However, dispersed invasion seems agnostic to
ECM degradation, multimodal invasion is characterized by a
greater MMP diffusion rate. Papillary and bulk collective invasion
cluster outputs are both characterized by high cellular prolifera-
tion. Therein, their similarity ends: bulk collective invasion outputs
are predominantly dependent on high Coll I adhesion and high
MMP diffusion rates, whereas the papillary invasion cluster
houses outputs with a dependence on cell-BM adhesion and
low MMP-TIMP cooperativity for ECM degradation. Interestingly,
it is the cooperativity between MMP and TIMP for degradation
that dominates within the bulk invasion cluster, which upon min-
imization allows the outputs to transit to the papillary invasion
cluster, indicating how degradation molds the shape of the invad-
ing cellular collectives. Our model also predicts that differential
adhesivity to distinct ECMs may determine the morphology of
collective invasion. Indeed, slenderer finger-like projections of
migrating cellular collectives are observed when invasive breast
cancer cells are cultivated only in laminin-rich basement mem-
brane matrices (referred to as the stellate morphology), which
is consistent with our prediction for papillary invasion. Schematic
depictions of the distinct phenomenological enrichment for each
cluster in our analysis is shown in Fig. 10 (top). The mechanistic
underpinnings of major and minor cluster transitions are
Fig. 10. (Top) Schematic depiction of invasive states and the canonical contributions of
transitions between outputs of specific cluster pairs upon reversing the highest or lowe

11
schematically depicted in Fig. 10 (bottom) and Supplementary
Fig. 8, respectively.

At this point of time, our study does not incorporate three sali-
ent aspects of invading cancer cells. The first is the change in shape
of cells as they move through matrix microenvironments. This dis-
tinguishes amoeboid from mesenchymal single cell migration and
is associated with shape-based asymmetries in remodeling of ECM
intercellular adhesion (Paňková et al., 2010). Despite this, as well
as the fact that we do not incorporate any subcellular features
associated with migration, such as polarized actin turnover and
the role of small GTPases like Rho/Rac (Ridley, 2015), we believe
our dispersed invasion is mesenchymal in nature as it is predicated
on adhesion of cells to the ECM (which distinguishes it from amoe-
boid migration).. However, cell shape dynamics will be imple-
mented in our future efforts. Secondly, our computational
environment does not incorporate the stromal cells that contribute
in significant ways to the phenomenology of cancer cell invasion
(Labernadie et al., 2017) due to limitations of the sheer computa-
tional power required to compute the dynamics of a multi-cell
multi-ECM environment. We assume that the R-D dynamics of
MMP-TIMP incorporated in the computational environment is a
downstream effect of the cancer and stromal cell activities. This
assumption will be tested in future efforts. Last, but not the least,
our model does not incorporate cell polarity which has been pro-
posed to contribute to active models of soft biological matter
phenomenological inputs to each state. (Bottom) Schematic depiction of the major
st values of specific inputs.
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(Pérez-González et al., 2019) and predict migration in the absence
of proliferation (Tlili et al., 2018). Future efforts will be devoted to
computational investigating the properties of polarized polydis-
perse states. At present though, our effort serves to put multimodal
migratory behavior in the fundamental center of the concept of
cancer invasion. Understanding the process has potentially far-
reaching consequences for future therapeutic efforts.

We would conclude by drawing a parallel between our study
and the modeling efforts employed for investigating developmen-
tal processes (Alber et al., 2006, 2004; Christley et al., 2007;
Harrison et al., 2011; Izaguirre et al., 2004; Kiskowski et al.,
2004; Merks and Glazier, 2006). While our model derives its moti-
vation, initial conditions and tissue geometry (which have been
shown to be a crucial determinant in morphogenetic pattern for-
mation (Nelson et al., 2006)) from breast cancerous contexts
(Bhat and Bissell, 2014), one can as well interpret our model as a
developmental system wherein inter-agent adhesion and reac-
tion–diffusion based phenomena sculpt cellular patterns. In fact,
several of our model inputs represent the biological physics associ-
ated with the framework of dynamical patterning modules, which
has been employed to study the evolution and logic of develop-
mental mechanisms (Newman and Bhat, 2008, 2009). In effect, this
suggests that the redeployment of developmental and morpho-
genetic principles in the context of genomic aberrations may
underlie the mechanisms behind discrete invasive behaviors of
cancer cells and the transitions between them.

3.1. Modelling framework

Compucell3D (CC3D) is a problem-solving environment that
combines the lattice-based GGH (Glazier–Graner–Hogeweg) model
or CPM (Cellular Potts model) with PDE solvers and other models
to allow for study and simulation of multiscale virtual biological
and non-biological processes such as foam dynamics (Swat et al.,
2012). The software divides the whole simulation lattice into ‘cells’
(collection of pixels). A specific ‘cell type’ is assigned to each of
them. Interaction parameters between cell types can be made to
approximate biological constraints between components, similar
to that of the original in vitro or in vivo biological system. Such con-
straints or parameters regulate the simulation through the effec-
tive energy or Hamiltonian (H) calculated at each Monte Carlo
Step (MCS). Calculation of H determines the allowed configuration
and behavior of cells at each MCS.

Hamiltonian or effective energy calculation at each MCS:

H ¼
X

i; j

neighbours

J s rið Þ; s rj
� �� �

1� d ri;rj
� �� �

þ
X

r
½kvol rð Þ v rð Þ � Vt rð Þð Þ2 þ Hchemo GFð Þ

DHchemoðGFÞ ¼ �kchemo:ðcj � ciÞ
Index(r)-copy attempt (from pixel i to j) success or rejection

incorporating Boltzmann probability function:
For DH � 0 condition, the associated index-copy attempt will be

successful, so the target pixels are updated. So, success probability
is P ¼ 1

For DH > 0 condition, the associated index-copy attempt will be

successful with a probability of P ¼ e�ðDHTm
Þ and it will be unsuccess-

ful with a probability P
0 ¼ 1� P

There are 4 contributors for calculating the H for cells.
The first contributor is the sum over all neighboring pairs of lat-

tice sites i and j with associated contact energies (J) between the
pair of cells indexed at those i and j. In this term, i, j denotes index
of pixel, r denotes cell index or ID, and s denotes cell-type. The
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Dirac d function in this term will ensure that only theri –rj terms
are calculated (i,j belonging to same cell will not be considered).
Contact energies are symmetric [ J s rið Þ; s rj

� �� � ¼ Jðs rj
� �

; s rið ÞÞ ]
. The contact energy between two cells is considered to be inver-
sely proportional to adhesion between those two cells.

The second contributor is a function of the volume constraint on
the cell, where for the cell r, kvol(r) denotes the inverse compress-
ibility of the cell, m(r) is the number of pixels in the cell (volume of
the cell), and Vt(r) is the cell’s target volume. For each cell, this term
is governed by its growth equation.

The third term is relevant for biased motility of the cell due to
chemotaxis. For calculation of DHchemoðGFÞ , cj represents the con-
centration of the chemical field (‘GF’ for our simulations) at
index-copy target pixel (j) and ci represents the concentration at
index-copy source pixel (i). kchemo is a constant which determines
how strongly the cell will respond to the external chemical gradi-
ent by its value and its sign determines the whether the cell should
move towards positive or negative gradient of concentration.

In the Boltzmann probability function, DH represents the calcu-
lated change in overall Hamiltonian of the system between the
system-configuration at previous MCS and a specific system-
configuration at current MCS. Tm relates to effective membrane
fluctuation for the cell.

(https://compucell3dreferencemanual.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
index.html) (Swat et al., 2012).
3.1.1. Simulation lattice
We use a 100*100*1-pixel square lattice with non-periodic

boundary for all the simulations (the initial configuration of simu-
lations resembles Fig. 1(C) where no invasion of any type is
observed).
3.1.2. Cell types
There are a total of 6 different cell types used in the

simulations-
Medium: all cells with unassigned cell type are medium cells.

These cells act as free, uninterrupted space in the simulation space,
and their contact energy with cancer cells have been kept high so
as to disallow interference with interactions of the latter with
matrix cells.

Cancer: these cells are initially situated at the center grid sur-
rounded by basement membrane (BM). Cancer cells start as rectan-
gular objects of 16-unit volume (4 � 4 pixels), spanning a total
16 � 16 � 1 unit volume (16 cancer cells) at the center (x,
y = 43:57) of the simulation grid without any intercellular space.
Cancer is the only cell type that is allowed to grow and proliferate.
To differentiate from non-cellular components, cancer cells have
membrane fluctuation unlike others.

BM (laminin): This cell type surrounds the cancer cells in the
initial configuration. 2 layers of tightly packed BM cells (x,
y = 37:63; 3 � 3 pixels = 9 unit volume) separate the cancer cells
from C1 cells. To approximate extracellular matrix (ECM) architec-
ture surrounding luminal epithelial cells in mammary duct, BM
cells are modelled as dense adhesive bloblike objects to mimic
the lamina densa of basal lamina.

(Collagen) C1: Outside BM cells, fibrillar C1 cells mimics the
interconnected fibrils of collagen I. C1 cells span the remaining
space of the simulation lattice (x, y = 63:100). Interfibrillar gaps
are characteristic of the C1 cell region unlike BM. The gaps aid in
non-proteolytic cancer cell motility through C1 layer. In the initial
configuration of the simulation, elongated C1 cells are orientated in
random directions with each cellshaving 4 � 2 = 8 unit volume.

C_lysed: This cell type is used in an intermediate step during
matrix degradation and regeneration. Reaction-diffusion dynamics
of the chemicals secreted by cancer cells allows for degradation of

https://compucell3dreferencemanual.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
https://compucell3dreferencemanual.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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BM and C1 matrix cells. Upon meeting certain criteria for degrada-
tion, the BM or C1 cell type of a particular cell becomes C_lysed,
although retaining the shape and size of that cell. These cells track
the MCS from their individual degradation event and transform
into newly synthesized matrix cells after 20 MCS. They have prop-
erties specified as intermediates of C1 and medium cell types. C-
lysed type signifies the degraded ECM, predominantly Coll I fibers.
Collagen fibers upon degradation are known to produce substrates
that act as attractant cues for chemotaxis (Postlethwaite et al.,
1978). In addition, collagenous matrices have been shown to be
depots of growth factors (Schuppan et al., 1998; Somasundaram
et al., 2002, 2000).

NC1: Designed to mimic the ‘cancer matrisome’, the newly syn-
thesized matrix cells are denoted as NC1. These cells are almost
like C1 in their behavior and can undergo further degradation to
become C_lysed and subsequently after 20 MCS, would become
NC1 again. If unremodeled by cancer cells, the C_lysed and NC1 cell
type transformations keep their position, size and shape
unchanged.

The exact difference between C1 (stromal collagen) and NC1
(newly synthesized collagen) are as follows:

1. There is a volume reduction we have implemented in NC1, to
account for diffusion of soluble degraded ECM, 0.005 unit vol./
MCS * 20 MCS = 0.1unit

2. The chemoattractant GF is secreted by C1, when it comes in
contact with C_Lysed i.e., during degradation. But even though
NC1 can be degraded, it does not secrete GF. Both of them get
converted into C_Lysed and that cell-type secretes GF.

3. Among both, only the contact energy term between cell and C1
is an input variable for parameter scan. The interaction between
the components of our model is depicted schematically in
Fig. 1B.

3.1.3. Contact energies
As the whole simulation lattice is divided into cells, the contact

energy is used to regulate the sorting of all the cells. Specific con-
tact energy values are assigned to all pairs of interactions between
different and same cell types. The contact energy is also inversely
proportional to adhesion between the respective cell type pair or
components of the system. As there are a total of 6 cell types in
the simulation, there are total 21 contact energies that need to
be assigned and the values determine the differential adhesion.
The values of the contact energies were set using control and val-
idation experiments from literature (Pally et al., 2019; Swat et al.,
2012). 3 among those 21 contact energy- or adhesion- parameters
were selected as input variables, which would be changed during
further analysis. These 3 contact energies or adhesions are associ-
ated with pairs of cell types of only cancer cells (c-c CE), cancer
cells and BM (c-lam CE), cancer cells and C1 (c-c1 CE) since in
our previous efforts we had identified the combination of other
contact energies (such as those between BM and Coll I that were
permissive for invasion-based simulations.

The neighbourhood (‘NeighborOrder’) for adhesion term is 2.
This ensures for a square shaped cell, all neighbouring cells on its
4 sides along with cells on the 4 corners are considered during
the Hamiltonian calculation.

3.1.4. Reaction diffusion
CC3D allows chemical fields to determine specific spatiotempo-

ral cellular behavior during simulation. The fields contain the val-
ues of concentration of the chemical at each location of the
simulation grid. Two chemicals, A and I, are used as activator and
its inhibitor as per reaction diffusion dynamics and their concen-
trations are governed by the partial differential equations (PDE).
The governing equations for these two fields are:
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@ A½ �
@t

¼ DAr2 A½ � þ a� dA½A� ð1Þ
@ I½ �
@t

¼ DIr2 I½ � þ b� dI½I� ð2Þ
b ¼ a ¼ K � ðc � I½ � � d � A½ �Þ ð3Þ
Where, [A], [I]: concentration values for fields A and I.
DA,DI : diffusion constants of A and I
dA ,dI : degradation rates of A and I
a, b : secretion rate of A and I
t � MCS
Default parameterizations, DA= input variable, DI= 0.04,

dA=dI = 0.003, K = 2.0, c = 4.0, d = 2.0
Here A is considered as the activated form of matrix metallopro-

teinases (MMPs) and I is considered as tissue inhibitor of matrix
metalloproteinases (TIMP). The difference in diffusion constants
of A and I formulates the pattern in Turing space, so altering one
of them (in this case, DA) can result in different RD dynamics for
different simulations. Activation (or secretion of the activated form
i.e. ‘a’) of A is assumed to be dependent on its inhibitors (inversely)
and on its own concentration (autocatalysis). The cancer cells
secrete both A and I when they come in contact with matrix cells
such as C1, BM and NC1. Their concentrations are also calculated
at the center of mass of the matrix cells.

‘DiffusionSolverFE’ is the name of the PDE solver in cc3d which
was used for reaction–diffusion system. It uses Forward Euler
explicit numerical scheme to solve the differential equation related
to the chemical fields. The solver is called once every MCS to carry
out calculations for all the chemical fields. The diffusion rate of the
activator is used to determine the time scale of a simulation, so by
changing the same time scale can be varied for different
simulations.

If the ratio ([A]/[I]) of concentrations of A and I at the center of
mass of any matrix cell is more than a threshold, then that matrix
cell is degraded. The threshold value for the ratio is termed as
MMP-TIMP cooperativity and is one of the input variables. The
value of MMP-TIMP cooperativity signifies the inhibition effect of
the inhibitor on the activator’s activity (matrix degradation) during
the course of a simulation. After degradation and conversion to
C_lysed cell type, the cell becomes NC1 type in 10 MCS which
undergoes same treatment as matrix cells again. This regeneration
of matrix is essential to eliminate unnecessary free spaces formed
as an artefact of matrix degradation which takes the computational
model closer to its experimental counterpart. Volume of all the
‘C_lysed’ cell types are subjected to 0.1 unit volume decrease at
each MCS to mimic dissipation of degraded matrix materials
in vivo.

3.1.5. Growth and proliferation
Cancer cells are designed to grow in linear combination of two

processes.

dV
dt

¼ G � ½g � pþ GF½ � � q�

Where V = volume of cancer cell
g = measure of nutrient availability
[GF] = concentration of growth factor (GF) at center of mass of

‘CELL’
p, q = constants
G = Growth rate coefficient
The common surface area of a cancer cell with its neighboring

cancer cell (k) and the total cell surface area (s) is accessed to cal-
culate g in this equation as g=(s-k)/40. The denominator in the cal-
culation of g is due to 2D nature of the simulation as a cell can be
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surrounded by other cells only in XY plane and not in Z axis. The
scaling of that extra cell surface area without any neighboring cells
in Z axis is provided by the denominator. Another contributor of
the growth function is [GF]which mimics the ECM-degradation
dependence of growth and proliferation (Olivares et al., 2017).
The ‘C_lysed’ cell type is programmed to secrete GF (this is also a
chemoattractant for simulated cancer cells) at each of its pixel
location where the diffusion constant is kept low (0.02) to localize
this growth signal to areas of matrix degradation. p (=1/12) and q
(=1/21) constant values are set according to the assumed weigh-
tage of the two variables in growth equation. Value of G, then
determines how much the resultant growth of the cell should be.
The linear combination of the two contributors is multiplied by
G, this G is changes during parameter scan. Hence, G or growth rate
coefficient is considered as an input variable.

Cell division is incorporated into the cancer cells by a CC3D
steppable called ‘MitosisSteppable’ with base function
‘MitosisSteppableBase’. If any cancer cell reaches a threshold vol-
ume of 30 units then that cell will be divided in random orienta-
tion. The resultant two cells will have volumes half of its
predecessor with all other properties kept same as the parent cell.
In this model, growth rate is directly correlated to proliferation as
it determines the volume of the cell to reach threshold for cell
division.

3.1.6. Chemotaxis and migration
In our current model, we incorporate chemoattraction in order

to simulate an active migration of cancer cells into their surround-
ing ‘‘stromal” Coll I matrix. The stromal ECM, collagen has been
shown to have chemoattractant properties in undegraded and
degraded states (Postlethwaite et al., 1978) (O’Brien et al., 2010).

The ‘Chemotaxis’ plugin implements a force on the cells
through the Hamiltonian towards positive gradient of the chemical
field ‘GF’. The ‘GF’ field is secreted by degraded matrix (C_Lysed)
and undegraded collagen (C1). In order to ascertain local positive
chemical gradient towards undegraded C1 matrix, the C1 releases
the chemoattractant in slightly greater amount than its degraded
counterpart C_Lysed [secretion rate: 2.5 for C1 compared to 1.0
for C_Lysed]. Only the C1, which are close to other C1 being
degraded by MMP, release this GF (to simulate the ability of the
collagenous matrix to act as a sink for chemoattractants that get
released upon their proteolysis) as instructed in the
‘SecretionSteppable’. This is coded in the cancol2Steppables.py file
in the CC3D folder and ‘Simulation’ subfolder.

The correspondence between simulation spatiotemporal scales
and the cellular migration in 3D was arrived at through a compar-
ison of velocity of cell migrations within Coll I matrix in 3D, imaged
through time lapse videomicrography with the velocity of cells in a
histotypic compucell3D environment. Using estimation of the
mean cell size, 1 pixel of the Compucell3D environment was com-
puted to be = 3 uM. Using velocity comparisons, 1 MCS was com-
puted to be = 31 secs.

3.1.7. Parameter scan
CC3D’s parameter scan feature was used to explore parameter

space of the input variables. All the combinations of provided val-
ues of the parameters are considered for each individual
simulation.

Here are the 5 values of the 6 input variables for a parameter
scan:

MMP-TIMP cooperativity: 2,4,6,8,10
MMP (A) diffusion constant: 0.005, 0.01,0.02, 0.04, 0.08
Cell-cell contact energy: 4,18, 32, 46, 60
Cell-laminin contact energy: 4,18, 32, 46, 60
Cell-C1 contact energy: 4,18, 32, 46, 60
Cell Growth (G): 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1
14
3 replicates of the parameter scan were performed.
The magnitudes relating to contact energy are relative to each

other therefore share a similar range. The order of magnitude for
the values of contact energies as well as MMP kinetics have been
adopted from previous published literature on migration from
other groups (Kumar et al., 2016) (Swat et al., 2012). In initial pilot
simulations, we determined the range of values for which we could
observe the maximum variation in phenotypic morphologies,
specific to the spatial dimensions of our simulations. Below some
of the lowest values of the parameters such as for contact energies,
we did not observe any invasion. Beyond the highest values as
well, the morphologies were not observed to change.

MATLAB-based analysis: The MATLAB codes and their descrip-
tions are provided in Supplementary File 2.

Codes: All the codes relating to the manuscript can be accessed
through the following link: https://github.com/drjyprk/cc3d_pa-
per_2_iisc_git
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